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ATTACHMENT D

This attachment provides the results of the activities taken
in response to Action Item (c) of IEB 85-03. The
requirements of this Action Item can be summarized as
follows:
"$Individual valve settings shall be changed, as
appropriate, to those established in Item b, above.
Whether the valve setting is changed or not, the valve
will be demonstrated to be operable by testing the
valve at the maximum differential pressure determined
in Item a above with the exception that testing
motor-operated valves under conditions simulating a
break in the line containing the valve is not
required. otherwise, justification should be provided
for any cases where testing with the maximum
differential pressure cannot practicably be
performed. This justification should include the
alternative to maximum differential pressure testing
which will be used to verify the correct settings.
"Note: This bulletin is not intended to establish a
requirement for valve testing for the condition
simulating a break in the line containing the valve.
However, to the extent that such valve operation is
relied upon in the design basis, a break in the line
containing the valve should be considered in the
analyses prescribed in Items a and b above. The
resulting switch settings for pipe break conditions
should be verified, to the extent practical, by the
same methods that would be used to verify other
settings (if any) that are not tested at the maximum
differential pressure.
"'Each valve shall be stroke tested, to the extent
practical, to verify that the settings defined in Item
b above have been properly implemented even if testing
with differential pressure cannot be performed."
The Authority has not tested the ten lEE 85-03 MOV's under
maximum expected differential pressures as requested by
Action Item (c) above. Such testing was judged to be
impractical and, in some cases, impossible. Suitable
justification for demonstrating the operability of the
subject NOV's has been established as an alternative to
maximum differential pressure testing. This justification
can be summarized as follows:
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(1)

Rather than simply specify a number setting on
the torque switch to establish the proper
setpoint, the Authority has elected to
determine the actual thrust being delivered to
the valve stem by MOVATS testing each of the
ten IEB 85-03 MOV's. These tests were
performed under static (i.e., no flow)
conditions. The thrust values thus obtained
were then compared to the design thrusts
required to cycle the MOV against the E-Spec
design differential pressures (see Attachment
C, Table 4) to verify the correct switch
settings.

(2)

As detailed in Attachment C, the Authority has
elected to establish conservative closed rotor
settings to achieve a disc bypass margin of
between 20-25%. In doing so, assurance is
provided that the entire unseating process is
adequately bypassed. Such settings were
established as part of the MOVATS testing
described in (1) above.

(3)

As detailed in Attachment C, open rotor
settings will be assured to account for post
limit switch trip stem travel thus precluding
the possibility of backseating the valve.
These settings were also established as part
of the MOVATS testing described in (1) above.

As indicated in (1) above, the approach taken by the
Authority to ensure proper torque switch settings was to
actually measure the thrusts being delivered to the valve
stem to demonstrate that these thrusts are, as a minimum,
equivalent to the design thrusts needed to cycle the MOV
against the E-Spec design differential pressures.
(However,
as detailed below, in some cases credit for the maximum
expected differential pressures has been taken.)
It is noted that the measured thrusts must be modified to
account for operator repeatability and instrument
tolerances. While such measurement errors could conceivably
exist in either the positive or negative direction, for
purposes of assuring that the design thrusts are met, the
measured thrusts have been reduced by the appropriate
uncertainty factors. These factors were obtained from MOVATS
for the various ranges of output thrust and can be summarized
as follows:
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Output
Thrust (Lbs)

% Accuracy

2,000
3,000

13.304
10.398

4,000
5,000
6,000
7,000
8,000
14,000
24,000

9.055
8.307
7.839
7.523
7.297
6.690
6.405

The as-found and as-left test results associated with torque
and limit switch settings for each of the ten IEB 85-03 MOV's
are provided in Enclosures 1 through 10 to this attachment.
All thrust values have been corrected to account for the
measurement uncertainties discussed above.
As-found and as-left evaluations of the test results for each
of the ten IEB 85-03 MOV's are provided below:
SI-MOV-856C (See Enclosure 1)
As-Found Test Results
As seen from Enclosure 1, the as-found open and closed
thrusts are significantly higher than the target thrust of
11,000 lbs provided in Table 4. The reason for this is
attributed to the modification referenced in Table 1 that
relocated the motor operator for this valve above the
estimated post-accident flood level in the containment
building. As indicated in Table 1, the Stow universal
joints, slip joints and 900 gear boxes represent torque loss
components whereas the Limitorque B-O manual gear box
provides a substantial mechanical advantage to the
thrust/torque delivered to the valve stem by virtue of its
4:1 gear ratio torque addition.
Whereas the as-found open and closed thrusts obviously meet
the minimum target thrust of 11,000 lbs., Velan Valve Co. was
contacted and provided with the as-found test results in
order to establish the impact, if any, that these high
thrusts could have on the valve. Velan subsequently
confirmed that the as-found thrusts were acceptable.
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With respect to the impact of the high as-found thrusts on
the Limitorque SMB-00 motor operator, the Stow components and
the Limitorque B-O gear box, the following information is
provided. The commercial rating of 14000 lbs plus 10% for
inertia for the motor operator has not been exceeded since
the high as-found thrusts do not represent the output thrust
equivalent of the motor operator, but rather are a result of
the mechanical advantage offered by the gear box. Similarly,
the Stow components have only been subjected to the torque
output of the motor operator and not the torque equivalents
of the high as-found thrusts. The commercial rating of
18,000 lbs plus 10% for inertia for the gear box has not been
exceeded since the high as-found thrusts are well below this
rating. As such, no adverse condition has been posed to
these components.
The as-found closed-to-open disc bypass margin of 24% was
found to be within the 20-25% target range that the Authority
has elected to establish for the closed rotor setting. In
addition, the open limit switch was found to be properly set
in that it adequately accounted for post limit switch trip
stem travel.
In conclusion, the as-found test results have confirmed that
this MOV was fully operable and capable of performing its
intended design function.
As-Left Test Results
No changes to
result of the
variations in
repeatability
process.

the as-found switch settings were made as a
MOVATS testing performed for this MOV. The
as-found and as-left data reflect the
and tolerances associated with the testing

SI-MOV856E (See Enclosure 2)
As-Found Test Results
As seen from Enclosure 2, the as-found open and closed
thrusts are significantly higher than the target thrust of
11,000 lbs provided in Table 4. These high thrusts are
attributable to the motor operator extension modification
referenced in Table 1, which has resulted in a mechanical
advantage being offered to the thrust/torque delivered to the
valve stem. However, the subject modification for
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SI-MOV-856E employs a slightly different motor operator to
valve coupling arrangement when compared to the sister MOV's
(BI-MOV-856C, H, and J).
Specifically, the coupling
arrangements of the Stow components (universal joints, slip
joints, and 900 gear boxes) for the sister valves employ two
slip joints whereas the coupling arrangement for SI-MOV-856E
employs only one slip joint. This lack of an additional
torque loss component results in a more pronounced mechanical
advantage for SI-MOV-856E when compared to the sister valves.
Whereas the as-found open and closed thrusts obviously meet
the minimum target thrust of 11,000 lbs, Velan indicated that
such high thrusts were not acceptable. A replacement of the
MOV spring-pack with a lighter version was recommended by.
both Velan and Limitorque to reduce the thrust deliveries to
the valve stem. This was considered the solution of choice
in lieu of modification to the gearing systems of the motor
operator extension, which was judged to be undesirable due to
the potential for impacting the valve cycle time. Limitorque
recommended a suitable replacement spring pack which was
installed during the recent 10-Year ISI and Cycle 5/6
Refueling Outage. A new balanceable type torque switch was
also installed with the spring pack. (As can be seen from
the as-left test results, the open and closed thrusts for
this MOV were significantly reduced as a result of the spring
pack substitution.)
Velan was contacted about the acceptability of having
operated SI-MOV-856E at higher than intended thrusts over the
period of time associated with implementation of the operator
extension modification. It was indicted that since the
as-found thrusts had been reduced (as a result of the spring
pack substitution) and that since no yield thrusts had been
violated, continued operation was acceptable. However,
because the stresses produced by the as-found thrusts were
considered to be high, Velan recommended that during the next
scheduled refueling outage the valve disc and stem be
inspected. The Authority concurs with this recommendation
and will perform the subject inspections during the upcoming
Steam Generator Replacement and Cycle 6/7 Refueling Outage
currently scheduled for early 1989.
With respect to the impact of the high as-found thrusts on
the Limitorque SMB-00 motor operator, the Stow components,
and the Limitorque B-0 gear box, the following information is
provided. The commercial rating of 14000 lbs plus 10% for
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inertia for the motor operator has not been exceeded since
the high as-found thrusts do not represent the output thrust
equivalent of the motor operator, but rather are a result of
the mechanical advantage offered by the gear box.
Similarly, the Stow components have only been subjected to
the torque output of the motor operator and not the torque
equivalents of the high as-found thrusts.
The commercial
rating of 18000 lbs plus 10% for inertia for the gear box
has, however, been exceeded since the high as-found thrusts
are above this rating. However, the concern is limited to
the high as-found thrust associated with the closed torque
switch setting since the open limit switch was found to be
properly set (i.e., the high as-found thrust associated with
the open torque switch only occurred once against the spring
pack calibrating load cell and did not exceed 2.5 times the
rated value). Limitorque was contacted about the high
as-found thrusts associated with the closed torque switch
setting and indicated that the B-0 gear boxes are rugged
units and that the thrusts in question do not pose a
substantial concern. However, in order to insure that no
adverse consequences have resulted from operation over the
period of time associated with implementation of the operator
extension modification, the Authority intends to perform an
inspection of the gear box in conjunction with the
above-mentioned inspections of the valve stem and disc. This
approach was considered acceptable since the high as-found
thrusts were reduced by the spring pack substitution
discussed above and since the MOV is infrequently cycled
(i.e., normally on a refueling basis in accordance with the
ASME Section XI testing program).
It is important to note that the operator extension
modification that has resulted in the current configuration
of this MOV assembly recognized the potential for a
mechanical advantage to the thrust/torque deliveries to the
valve stem. In fact, the safety evaluation for this
modification provided for resetting of the torque switch to
preclude an overstress condition.. However, only a
qualitative assessment was pursued as no means were then
available to measure the magnitude of this mechanical
advantage.
An additional finding that resulted from the as-found MOVATS
tests performed for this MOV was the presence of significant
running thrusts in both the opening and closing directions.
Such conditions can potentially reduce the margin available
to cycle the MOV during operation against differential
pressure. However, because of the high as-found open and
closed thrusts, it is noted that the subject running thrusts
were easily accommodated by the MOV assembly in terms of
operation against the design differential pressure.
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The as-found closed-to-open disc bypass margin of 25% was
found to be within the 20-25% target range that the Authority
has elected to establish for the closed rotor setting. in
addition, the open limit switch was found to be properly set
in that it adequately accounted for post limit switch trip
stem travel.
In conclusion, the as-found test results have confirmed that
this MOV was fully operable and capable of performing its
intended design function.
As-Left Test Results
As indicated above, the spring pack substitution has reduced
the thrust deliveries to the valve stem to acceptable values
that meet the design target thrust of 11,000 lbs. In
addition, the as-left tests indicated that the running
thrusts for both opening and closing the valve have been
substantially reduced. No changes to the as-found limit
switch settings were made as a result of the MOVATS testing
performed for this valve.
SI-MOV-856H

(See Enclosure 3)

As-Found Test Results
As seen from Enclosure 3, the as-found open and closed
thrusts are significantly higher than the target thrust of
11,000 lbs provided in Table 4. These high thrusts are
attributable to the motor operator extension modification
referenced in Table 1, which has resulted in a mechanical
advantage being offered to the thrust/torque delivered to the
valve stem. Additionally, the high as-found open thrust is
attributable to the high as-found number setting for the open
torque switch.
Whereas the as-found open and closed thrusts obviously meet
the minimum target thrust of 11,000 lbs, Velan Valve Co. was
contacted and provided with the test results in order to
establish the impact, if any, that these high thrusts could
have on the valve. Velan indicated the closed thrust to be
acceptable. The high as-found open thrust was not judged to
be of concern for the following reasons:
(1) the control
circuitry provides for the NOV to open on limit rather than
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torque and the open limit switch was found to be properly set
(i.e., the valve was not round to be backseating), (2) as a
result of (1), the high as-found thrust associated with the
.open torque switch only occurred once against the spring
pack
calibrating load cell, and (3) the high as-found open thrust
did not result in violation of any yield thrusts.
(It is
noted, however, that the open torque switch was re-set to the
minimum value of 1.0 which substantially reduced the thrust
delivery to the valve stem - see "vAs-Left Test Results"l
below).
With respect to the impact of the high as-found thrusts on
the Limitorque SMB-00 motor operator, the Stow components,
and the Limitorque B-0 gear box, the following information is
provided. The commercial rating of 14,000 lbs plus 10% for
inertia for the motor operator has not been exceeded since
the high as-found thrusts do not represent the output thrust
equivalent of the motor operator, but rather are a result of
the mechanical advantage offered by the gear box. similarly,
the Stow components have only been subjected to the torque
output of the motor operator and not the torque equivalents
of the high as-found thrusts. The commercial rating of
18,000 lbs plus 10% for inertia for the gear box has,
however, been exceeded for the open direction since the
as-found open thrust is above this rating. However, this has
been judged to be acceptable since the open limit switch was
found to be properly set (i.e., the high as-found thrust
associated with the open torque switch only occurred once
against the spring pack calibrating load cell and did not
exceed 2.5 times the rated value).
One of the more significant findings of the MOVATS tests
conducted on this MOV is the presence of significant running
thrusts in both the opening and closing directions. such
conditions can potentially reduce the margin available to
cycle the MOV during operation against differential
pressure. The approach used to assess the impact of these
high running thrusts can be summarized as follows: If the
corrected thrust at torque switch trip less the running
thrust is greater than or equal to the differential pressure
component of the 11,000-lb target thrust, then assurance is
provided that the MOV can operate against the design
differential pressure. If this criteria is not met, then
credit for the maximum expected differential pressure versus
the design differential pressure must be taken.
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From the design data associated with this MOV assembly, it is
apparent that the differential pressure component of the
11,000-lb target thrust is 9500 lbs (i.e., 9500 lbs of thrust
is required to overcome the design differential pressure of
2750 psi; the design of the MOV assembly provides for the
remaining 1500 lbs to accommodate other forces involved in the
valve cycle).
Application of this approach to the as-found open and closed
thrusts results in the following:
As-Found Open Thrust (Based on Design Differential
Pressure)
(20650 -4340 = 16,310)> 9500
As-Found Closed Thrust (Based on Design Differential
Pressure)
(13843-4444 = 9399) < 9500

Whereas the as-found opening thrust can easily accommodate the
high running thrust, the as-found closed thrust is seen to be
slightly less than that required due to the high running
thrust. This latter result is not significant for this MOV
since the maximum expected differential pressure for this
valve to close against is significantly less than the design
differential pressure (specifically, 1720 psi vs 2750 psi).
Operation at the reduced differential pressure of 1720 psi
results in a differential pressure component thrust
requirement of 5945 lbs. Hence, for the maximum expected
differential pressure case the following relation results:
As-Found Closed Thrust (Based on Maximum Expected
Differential Pressure)
(13843-4444 = 9399) > 5945

Similar evaluations are provided below for the as-left
conditions.
The as-found closed-to-open disc bypass margin of 11% was
found to be below the 20-25% target range that the Authority
has elected to establish for the closed rotor setting. While
the subject disc bypass margin provided ample margin in
covering the cracking load, conclusive evidence of whether the
entire unseating process would have been adequately bypassed
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under differential pressure conditions is not available.
However, this was not judged to be of undue concern since the
as-found disc bypass margin was relatively high, and in light
of the information provided above regarding the benefits of
taking credit for the maximum expected differential pressure
versus the design differential pressure.
(As discussed below,
the close-to-open disc bypass margin was adjusted to meet the
20-25% target range).
In addition, the open limit switch was
found to be properly set in that it adequately accounted for
post limit switch trip stem travel.
In conclusion, it is believed that this MOV was fully operable
and capable of performing its intended design function.
As-Left Test Results
As indicated above, the open torque switch setting was
adjusted to the minimum setting of 1.0 to reduce the thrust
delivery to the valve stem to an acceptable value that meets
the design thrust of 11,000 lbs. In addition, the
closed-to-open disc bypass margin was increased from 11% to
20% in order to meet the target range of 20-25%.
The same approach detailed above was used to assess the impact
of the high running thrusts on the as-left conditions of this
MOV. The results can be summarized as follows:
As-Left Open Thrust (Based on Design Differential
Pressure)
(1434 1-4824 = 9517)> 9500
As-Left Closed Thrust (Based on Design Differential
Pressure)
(14060-4897 = 9163),C.9500
Whereas the as-left opening thrust accommodates the high
running thrust, the as-left closed thrust is seen to be
slightly less than that required due to the high running
thrust. This latter result is not of concern since the
maximum expected differential pressure for this MOV to close
against is significantly less than the design differential
pressure (specifically, 1720 psi vs. 2750 psi). Operation at
the reduced differential pressure of 1720 psi results in a
differential pressure component thrust requirement of 5945
lbs, as indicated previously. Hence, for the maximum expected
differential pressure case, the following relation results:
As-Left Closed Thrust (Based on Maximum Expected
Differential Pressure)
(14060-4897 = 9163) > 5945
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The high running thrusts associated with this MOV are,
however, of concern to the Authority and as such will be
carefully trended and analyzed. It is also noted that whereas
the closed torque switch setting could have been increased in
order to assure the design differential pressure component
thrust requirement of 9500 lbs, this was deemed to be
undesirable because of the high thrust already resulting with
the closed torque switch set at the minimum value.
SI-MOV-856J (See Enclosure 4)
As Found Test Results
As seen from Enclosure 4, the as-found open thrust is less
than the target thrust of 10,110 lbs provided in Table 4,
whereas the as-found close thrust is, significantly higher than
this target thrust. The low as-found open thrust was
attributed to an unbalanced torque switch and a low torque
switch setting. The high as-found close thrust in addition to
the unbalanced torque switch, was attributed to the motor
operator extension modification referenced in Table 1, which
has resulted in a mechanical advantage being offered to the
thrust/torque delivered to the valve stem. In addition, as a
result of the motor operator extension modification, the
torque switch settings are extremely sensitive (i.e., small
incremental changes in the number settings result in large
changes in output thrust).
Whereas the as-found open thrust for this MOV was found to be
less than the target thrust of 10,110 lbs, it is noted that
this MOV was capable of producing thrusts in excess of those
required for the maximum expected differential pressure
condition. From the design data associated with this MOV
assembly, it is apparent that the differential pressure
component of the 10,110-lb target thrust is 8610 lbs (i.e.,
8610 lbs of thrust is required to overcome the design
differential pressure of 2500 psi; the design of the MOV
assembly provides for the remaining 1500 lbs to accommodate
other forces involved in the valve cycle). The corresponding
differential pressure component thrust requirement to overcome
the maximum expected differential pressure of 1550 psi is 5360
lbs which would result in a maximum expected differential
pressure target thrust of 6860 lbs (5360 + 1500).
The
corrected as-found open thrust of 7395 lbs indicated in
Enclosure 4 provides ample margin in achieving this.
Additional margin is also available since the actual running
thrusts for this NOV were found to be very low.
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With respect to the impact that the high as-found close
thrust could have on any of the MOV assembly components,
following information is provided. Velan valve Co. was the
contacted and provided with the as-found test results and
subsequently confirmed that the as-found closed thrust was
acceptable. The commercial rating of 14000 lbs plus 10%
inertia for the Limitorque SMB-00 operator has not been for
exceeded since the high as-found close thrust does not
represent the output thrust equivalent of the motor operator,
but rather is a result of the mechanical advantage offered
by
the gear box. Similarly, the Stow components have only
been
subjected to the torque output of the motor operator and
the torque equivalent of the high as-found close thrust. not
commercial rating of 18,.000 lbs plus 10% for inertia for The
gear box has not been exceeded since the as-found close the
thrust is well below this rating. As such, no adverse
condition has been posed to these components.
The as-found closed-to-open disc bypass margin of 13% was
found to be below the 20-25% target range that the Authority
has elected to establish for the closed rotor setting.
the subject disc bypass margin provided ample margin in While
covering the cracking load, conclusive evidence of whether
the entire unseating process would have been adequately
bypassed under differential pressure conditions is not
available. However, this was not judged to be of undue
concern because of the relatively high as-found disc bypass
margin and in light of the information provided above
regarding the benefits of taking credit for the maximum
expected differential pressure versus the E-Bpec design
differential pressure.
(As discussed below, the
close-to-open disc by ass margin was adjusted to meet the
20-25% target range.) In addition, the open limit switch
found to be properly set in that it adequately accounted was
for
post limit switch trip stem travel.
In conclusion, it is believed that this MOV was fully
operable and capable of performing its intended design
function.
As-Left Test Results
Both the open and closed torque switch settings were adjusted
as a result of the MOVATS testing performed for this May.
The open torque switch setting was raised in order to
increase the output thrust at torque switch trip. As can
be
seen from Enclosure 4, the corrected thrust at torque switch
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trip associated with the as-left open torque switch setting
is slightly below the target thrust of 10,110 lb. Attempts
were made to achieve the 10,110-lb target thrust but proved
unsuccessful because of difficulties encountered in the field
in setting this switch. As indicated previously, the torque
switch settings for this MOV are extremely sensitive
(i.e.,
minute changes in the number settings result in large changes
in output thrust). The as-left corrected open thrust value
at torque switch trip of 9865 lbs was deemed acceptable
during the adjustment process for three reasons:
(1) the
10,110-lb target thrust is based on the E-Spec design
differential pressure which is significantly higher than the
maximum expected differential pressure for this MOV, (2) the
actual running thrusts for this MOV are very low, and (3) the
close-to-open disc bypass margin was increased to insure that
the entire unseating process is bypassed, as detailed below.
The closed torque switch setting for this MOV was lowered in
order to decrease the output thrust at torque switch trip.
It is noted that the as-left closed torque switch setting of
1.4 (see Enclosure 4) was the minimum setting capable of
being attained. This was again attributed to the
unbalanceable torque switch in this MOV.
The closed-to-open disc bypass margin was increased from 13%
to 23% in order to meet the target range of 20-25%.
SI-MOV-887A (See Enclosure 5)
As-Found Test Results
As seen from Enclosure 5, the as-found open thrust is more or
less within range of the target thrust of 2770 lbs provided
in Table 4, whereas the as-found closed thrust is
significantly higher than this target thrust.
As detailed in the footnote to Enclosure 5, the values
provided for the measured and corrected thrusts at control
switch trip for the as-found open condition are based on
MOVATS 3-Point test data and may not reflect the "true"
as-found open thrust values. The reason for this is that
original as-found open thrust signatures were inadvertently
not recorded. Typically, these original as-found signatures
are recorded and then the 3-Point test is performed.
(The
3-Point test attempts to quantify the impact that changes in
the torque switch number settings have on the output thrust
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of the operator and is used to establish the torque switch
number setting that provides the desired output thrust).
Since the original as-found open thrust signatures were not
recorded, it is not possible to report the "true", as-found
open thrust values. In lieu of this, the output thrust obtained
from the 3-Point Test data that corresponds to the as-found
open torque switch number setting of 1.0 has been reported.

Whereas the corrected as-found open thrust established from
the 3-Point Test data described above was slightly below the
2770-lb target thrust, it is believed that this NOV had ample
thrust-margin to open against the E-Spec design differential
pressure. From the design data associated with this MOV
assembly, it is apparent that the differential pressure
component of the 2770-l1b target thrust is 1270 lbs (i.e.,
1270 lbs of thrust is required to overcome the E-Spec design
differential pressure of 150 psi; the design of the MOV
assembly provides for the remaining 1500 lbs to accommodate
other forces involved in the valve cycle). Since the actual
running thrust during the opening cycle was found to be less
than preload, significant thrust margin is available in this
MOV for operation under differential pressure conditions.

The high as-found closed thrust was attributed to the high
number setting for the closed torque switch. Information
provided by Crane-Aloyco, Inc. was used to assess the impact
of the high as-found closed thrust on the valve. While no
yield thrusts had been violated, the W.O.G. rating of the
valve (i.e., the thrust and torque equivalents associated
with the maximum allowable pressure per the design
requirements of ANSI B16.34) had been exceeded. Exceeding
the W.O.G. rating decreases the margin of safety for
guaranteeing valve operability.. However, it is estimated
that a safety factor of more than 3.5 has been maintained
since the as-found closed thrust was significantly less than
the yield value associated with the limiting valve component
in the closed direction.
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with respect to the SMB-000 motor operator, no adverse
condition has been imposed since the high as-found close
thrust is veil below the commercial rating of 8000 lbs plus
10% for inertia for this size and type operator.
The as-found closed-to-open disc bypass margin of 2% was
found to be below the 20-25% target range that the Authority
has elected to establish for the closed rotor setting. While
it is believed that the subject disc bypass margin was
sufficient to cover the cracking load, whether this disc
bypass margin was sufficient to bypass the entire unseating
process under differential pressure conditions remains to be
seen. However, in light of the relatively low differential
pressure (i.e., 150 psi) that this valve could potentially
have been required to open against and the previously
discussed margin available in this MOV for operation under
such conditions, no undue concern with respect to the subject
disc bypass margin is believed to exist. In fact, it is
noted that the 3-Point Test data indicated the measured
unseating thrust to be significantly less than the reported
as-found open thrust, albeit it is recognized that the
unseating thrust under dynamic (i.e., differential pressure)
conditions could be much higher. (As discussed below, the
closed-to-open disc bypass margin was increased to meet the
20-25% target range).
In addition, the open limit switch was
found to be properly set in that it adequately accounted for
post limit switch trip stem travel.
in conclusion, it is believed that this MOV was fully
operable and capable of performing its intended design
function.
As-Left Test Results
The open torque switch number setting was not changed as a
result of the MOVATB testing. The variation in as-found and
as-left data reflect the repeatability and tolerances
associated with the testing process. The closed torque
switch was, however, adjusted to reduce the thrust delivery
to the valve stem to an acceptable value that meets the
design thrust of 2770 lbs.
The closed-to-open disc bypass margin was increased from 2%
to 23% in order to meet the target range of 20-25%.
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SI-MOV-887B (See Enclosure 6)
As-Found Test Results
As seen from Enclosure 6, the as-found open and closed
thrusts are significantly higher than the target thrust of
2770 lbs provided in Table 4. The reason for this is
attributed to replacement of the original motor operator in
1981 (see reference in Table 2).
The replacement motor
operator was of the same type and size (i.e., SMB-000) but
had different design characteristics than the original motor
operator. specifically, the replacement operator had
different gear ratios and a more powerful spring-pack. This
latter characteristic has resulted in the high as-found open
and close thrusts.
(It is noted that since the open limit
switch was found to be properly set, the high as-found thrust
associated with the open torque switch has only occurred once
against the spring pack calibrating load cell.)
Crane-Aloyco,, Inc. was contacted and provided with the
as-found test results in order to establish the impact, if
any, that these high thrusts could have on the valve.
Crane-Aloyco subsequently indicated that while no yield
thrusts had been violated, the W.O.G. rating of the valve
(i.e., the thrust and torque equivalents associated with the
maximum allowable pressure per the design requirements of
ANSI B16.34) had been exceeded. Exceeding the W.O.G. rating
decreases the margin of safety for guaranteeing valve
operability. However, it is estimated that a safety factor
of more than 2.5 has been maintained for all phases of
operation since the thrusts in question were significantly
less than the yield values associated with the limiting valve
components in both the open and closed directions.
The Authority contacted Limitorque to provide a suitable
spring pack replacement that would serve to restore the open
and closed thrusts to the originally intended design range.
(Simple adjustment of the torque switch down to the minimum
number settings was not judged to provide an adequate
reduction in output thrust.) This spring pack change-out was
performed during the recent 10-Year 181 and Cycle 5/6
Refueling Outage and has resulted in substantial decreases in
output thrust, as evidenced by the as-left test results.
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With respect to the SMB-000 motor operator, no adverse
condition has been imposed since the high as-found open and
close thrusts are well below the commercial rating of 8000
lbs plus 10% for inertia for this size and type operator.
The as-found closed-to-open disc bypass margin of 3% was
found to be below the target range of 20-25% that the
Authority has elected to establish for the closed rotor
setting. While it is believed that the subject disc bypass
margin was sufficient to cover the cracking load, whether
this disc bypass margin was sufficient to bypass the entire
unseating process remains to be seen. However, in light of
the relatively low differential pressure (i.e., 150 psi) that
this valve could potentially have been required to open
against and the high as-found open thrust, no undue concern
with respect to the subject disc bypass margin is believed
to
exist. (As discussed below, the closed-to-open disc bypass
margin was increased to meet the 20-25% target range).
In
addition, the open limit switch was found to be properly set
in that it adequately accounted for post limit switch trip
stem travel.
In conclusion, it is believed that this MOV was fully
operable and capable of performing its intended design
function.
As-Left Test Results
As indicated above, the spring pack change-out performed for
this MOV has significantly reduced the output thrusts
associated with both the open and closed torque switch
settings. The new spring pack has allowed the torque switch
to be set to achieve the 2770-lb design requirement (see
Enclosure 6).
The closed-to-open disc bypass margin was
increased to 24% to meet the target range of 20-25%.
SI-MOV-1835A (See Enclosure 7)
As-Found Test Results
As indicated in Enclosure 7, an operating problem was
observed with this MOV during initial testing which precluded
the recording of as-found MOVATS signatures. The MOV was
in
its normal closed position and was energized to open. The
valve traveled to the open position and backseated. The open
limit switch did not actuate nor did the open torque switch
trip. The motor developed a locked rotor condition and was

de-energized by the thermal overload protection in the motor
control center. The valve was manually taken off the
backseat and energized to travel to the closed direction but
subsequently did not move. The valve was then manually
cycled several times to observe operation of the geared limit
switch. The intermittent gear shafts were observed to be
properly rotating during manual cycling of the MOV and the
set rod was confirmed to be disengaged. However, at no time
was the geared limit switch observed to actuate during manual
cycling of the NOV.
This MOV, which was scheduled to undergo a complete grease
change-out during the recent 10-Year ISI and Cycle 5/6
Refueling Outage, was then disassembled to perform the
necessary inspection and repair activities A number of
components were replaced as part of this rebuild. These
components included the limit switch, the torque switch, the
worm and worm shaft ball bearings, the declutch shaft, and
the various gaskets used with the MOV. In addition, the
original Sun Oil 50-EP grease was replaced with Exxon Nebula
EP-l and the new limit switch was packed with fresh Mobil 28
grease.
The major contributors to the observed failure of this MOV
were determined to be the limit switch, which was improperly
set and in addition showed signs of an intermittent gear
hang-up, and the torque switch, which was of the
unbalanceable type and showed signs of suspect operation.
Upon completion of the rebuild, the MOV was retested and the
switches set with the MOVATS equipment.
With respect to the as-found condition of this MOV, it is
believed that the valve would have performed its intended
function under accident conditions since it was observed to
travel to its safe position. However, it is apparent that
subsequent closure of the MOV would have had to been
performed manually.
As-Left Test Results
As indicated in Enclosure 7, the open and closed torque
switch settings were adjusted to achieve the target thrust
value of 8750 lbs provided in Table 4. A closed-to-open disc
bypass margin of 22% was established in order to meet the
target range of 20-25% and the open limit switch was set to
assure that post limit switch trip stem travel was adequately
accounted for.
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SI-MOV-1835B (See Enclosure 8)
As-Pound Test Results
As seen from Enclosure 8. the as-found open and closed
thrusts are significantly higher than the target thrust of
8750 lbs provided in Table 4. The reasons for the high
as-found open and closed thrusts were not conclusively
evident during the initial tests since the torque switch
settings were not found to be excessively high. The high
thrusts were speculated to be a result of the torque switch
itself, which was of the unbalanceable type, and/or
additional problems internal to the NOV. In addition, the
open limit switch was found to be improperly set in that the
XOV was found to be backseating and opening on torque.
This Nay, which was scheduled for a complete grease
change-out during the recent 10-Year 181 and Cycle 5/6
Refueling outage, was disassembled in an attempt to identify
the cause of the high measured thrusts. The torque switch,
the worm and worm shaft ball bearings and the various gaskets
used in the NOV were replaced as part of this rebuild. While
the old torque switch appeared to be operating properly, it
was replaced with a new balanceable type torque switch. The
old ball bearings were replaced as they showed signs of a
minor intermittent ticking. While these components could
conceivably have contributed to the high as-found thrust
conditions, the major contributor appeared to be the original
Sun Oil Co. 50-EP grease in this operator. Inspection
confirmed a breakdown of the grease which was attributed to
its age and service conditions. As part of the rebuild, all
parts including the spring pack assembly were degreased and
the unit was re-assembled and packed with fresh Exxon Nebula
EP-l grease. In addition, the limit switch gear case was
degreased and packed with fresh Mobil 28 grease.
Whereas the as-found open and closed thrusts obviously meet
the target thrust of 8750 lbs provided in Table 4,
Anchor/Darling Valve Co. was contacted and provided with the
as-found test results in order to establish the impact, if
any, that the high as-found thrusts could have on the valve.
Anchor-Darling subsequently indicated that the subject
thrusts were well below the yield thrusts for the limiting
valve components in both the open and closed directions.
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Limitorque was also contacted since the as-found open and
closed thrusts were above the commercial rating of 14,000 lbs
plus 10% for inertia for an SMB-00 motor operator.
Limitorque recommended that the motor operator housing,
housing cover, drive sleeve and bearings be inspected to
ensure that no damage to the motor operator resulted from
operation at the subject thrusts. These components were
inspected as part of the rebuild discussed above and no signs
of damage were evident. In fact, these components appeared
to be in good working condition.

Thus, it was concluded that

the high as-found thrusts did not cause or pose any undue
damage to the motor operator.
The as-found closed-to-open disc bypass margin of 16% was
found to be below the target range of 20-25% that the
Authority has elected to establish for the closed rotor
setting. While the subject disc bypass margin provided ample
margin in covering the cracking load, conclusive evidence of
whether the entire unseating process would have been
adequately bypassed under differential pressure conditions is
not available. However, this was not judged to be of concern
because of the relatively high as-found disc bypass margin
and in light of high as-found open thrust. As indicated
above, the open limit switch was found to be improperly set
in that the valve was found to be backseating and opening on
torque.
It is noted that the as-found running thrusts while a bit
high were not of concern since they were within the design
limit for this valve.
In conclusion, it is believed that this MOV was fully
operable and capable of performing its intended design
function.
As-Left Test Results
Upon completion of the rebuild, the MOV was retested and the
switches set with the MOVATS equipment. No unusual operating
characteristics were evident and, in fact, the MOV appeared
to be in good working condition. The output thrusts were
significantly reduced as a result of the rebuild and the open
and closed torque switch was set to achieve the target thrust
of 8750 lbs (see Enclosure 8).
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The closed-to-open disc bypass margin was set to achieve the
target range of 20-25%. (It is noted that preliminary field
signature analysis indicated a closed-to-open disc bypass
margin of 23%. Subsequent to this, more formal detailed
signature analysis indicated the actual setting to be closer
to 27% - see Enclosure 8. This setting was deemed acceptable
since it was above rather than below the minimum target range
of 20-25%.) The open limit switch was set to preclude the
valve from backseating due to motor-driven or inertia forces.
It is also noted that the rebuild has resulted in a
significant decrease in both the opening and closing running
thrusts for this MOV. In fact, as indicated in Enclosure 8,
the open and closed running thrusts were measured to be less
than preload.
SI-MOV-1852A (See Enclosure 9)
As-Found Test Results
As indicated in Enclosure 9, an operating problem was
observed with this MOV during initial testing which precluded
the recording of as-found MOVATS thrust signatures. The MOV
was observed to operate for two full cycles before it stopped
working properly. The MOV was in the closed position in the
manual mode when it was energized to open for the third
cycle. The MOV was subsequently de-energized due to trip of
the open torque switch. (It is noted that the as-found motor
current and switch signatures also indicated a closed-to-open
disc bypass margin of only 1%.) The MOV was then placed in
manual and the handwheel rotated several turns in the open
direction. Upon re-energization, the operator continued open
but appeared to remain in the manual position. Even after
repeated attempts to electrically operate the valve the
operator would not drop out of manual.
This MOV, which was scheduled to undergo a complete grease
change-out during the recent 10-year ISI and Cycle 5/6
Refueling Outage, was then disassembled to perform the
necessary inspection and repair activities. Upon
disassembly, a number of anomalies were discovered which
resulted in the observed operating problems with this MOV.
Among the more significant of these was damage to the main
MOV gear housing in the vicinity of the handwheel, evidence
of wear on the worm gear teeth, and a bent declutch shaft.
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The compressive stresses on the drive sleeve assembly that
resulted in the first two anomalies described above were
attributed to improper upper bearing housing gasket
thickness. The maintenance work history files were reviewed
for this MOV in an attempt to identify the origin of this
condition, but no conclusive findings were identified.
As a result of the anomalies described above, a new
replacement motor operator was installed. Certain components
of the original operator were re-used with the replacement
operator in order to maintain the original gear ratios and
design characteristics. These components, which were
inspected and found to be acceptable for re-use, included the
motor (and pinion gear) and the spring pack assembly.
Particular care was taken in properly setting the handwheel
housing cover gaskets. The re-built motor operator was then
packed with fresh Exxon Nebula EP-l grease and the new limit
switch was packed with fresh Mobil 28 grease. Upon
completion of the re-build, the MOV was retested and the
switches set with the MOVATS equipment.
With respect to the as-found condition of this MOV, it is
believed that the valve would have performed its intended
function under accident conditions since it was observed to
travel to its safe position prior to occurrence of any of the
operating problems discussed above. However, because of the
low as-found closed-to-open disc bypass margin and the lack
of any as-found open thrust data, conclusive evidence to
support this belief with respect to operation under
differential pressure conditions does not exist.
As-Left Test Results
As indicated in Enclosure 9, the open and closed torque
switch settings were adjusted to achieve the target thrust of
8750 lbs provided in Table 4. A closed-to-open disc bypass
margin of 22% was established in order to meet the target
range of 20-25% and the open limit switch was set to assure
that post limit switch trip stem travel was adequately
accounted for.
SI-MOV-1825B (See Enclosure 10)
As-Found Test Results
As seen from Enclosure 10, the as-found open and closed
thrusts are below the target thrust value of 8750 lbs
provided in Table 4. The reason for this was attributed to
the low as-found number settings on the torque switch.
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Whereas these low as-found settings may not have been
sufficient to meet the E-Spec design differential pressure of
2500 psi, it is believed that adequate thrust margin existed
to meet the maximum expected differential pressures of 1550
psi and 0 psi for the open and closed directions,
respectively. From the design data associated with this MOV
assembly, it is apparent that the differential pressure
component of the 8750-lb target thrust is 6250 lbs (i.e.,
6250 lbs of thrust is required to overcome the E-Spec design
differential pressure of 2500 psi; the design of the MOV
assembly provides for the remaining 2500 lbs to accommodate
The corresponding
other forces involved in the valve cycle).
differential pressure component thrust requirements to
overcome the maximum expected differential pressures for the
open and closed directions are 3895 lbs and 0 lbs,
respectively. These would result in maximum expected
differential pressure target thrusts of 6395 lbs (3895+2500)
for the open direction and 2500 lbs (0+2500) for the closed
direction. Whereas these latter requirements are easily met
for the closed direction, it is noted that the corrected
as-found open thrust of 6041 lbs is slightly less than the
maximum expected differential pressure target thrust of 6395
lbs. However, this was not judged to be of concern since the
actual running thrust during the open cycle was found to be
less than preload. In light of this, significant thrust
margin is available in this MOV for operation under
differential pressure conditions.
The as-found closed-to-open disc bypass margin of 1% was
found to be below the target range of 20-25% that the
Authority has elected to establish for the closed rotor
setting. While it is speculated that the subject disc bypass
margin was sufficient to cover the cracking load, it is
doubtful whether this disc bypass margin would have been
sufficient to bypass the entire unseating process under
differential pressure conditions. However, in light of the
previously discussed margin available in this MOV for
operation under such conditions, no undue concern with
respect to the subject disc bypass margin is believed to
exist. In fact, it is noted that the measured unseating
thrust was found to be significantly less than the as-found
open thrust, albeit it is recognized that the unseating
thrust under dynamic (i.e., differential pressure) conditions
could be much higher. (As discussed below, the close-to-open
disc bypass margin was adjusted to achieve the 20-25% target
range.)
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The open limit switch was found to be improperly set in that
the MOV was found to be coasting into the backseat due to
inertia. However, this was not judged to be of concern since
information from Anchor-Darling Valve Co. indicated that no
valve damage would occur at the measured backseating thrust.
In conclusion, it is believed that this MOV was fully
operable and capable of performing its intended design
function.
As-Left Test Results
Both the open and closed torque switch settings were adjusted
as a result of the MOVATS testing performed for this MOV.
The torque switch number settings were increased to achieve
the target thrust of 8750 lbs, as indicated in Enclosure 10.
The closed-to-open
to 23% in order to
addition, the open
backseating of the
inertia forces.

disc bypass margin was increased from 1%
meet the target range of 20-25%. In
limit switch was re-set to preclude
valve due to either motor-driven or
---------------------------

Thermal Overload Heater Sizes
The thermal overload heater sizes for each of the ten IEB
85-03 MOV's were field verified in accordance with Action
Item (c) of the subject bulletin. The results can be
summarized as follows:
MOV

Westinghouse-Specified
Heater Size

Field-Verified
Heater Size

856C,E,H&J

H-30

H-30

887A&B

H-16

FH-16

1835A&B;
1852A&B

H-30

FH-30

As seen from the above field-verified results, the currently
installed thermal overload heater sizes for each of the ten
IEB 85-03 MOV's are consistent with the Westinghouse
specified sizes. (It is noted that in some cases new
FH-series heaters are installed rather than the older
H-series type). As discussed in Attachment C, revision of
existing heater sizes may be considered based on the ongoing
re-evaluations of MOV thermal overload protection being
conducted in response to the SSOMI finding.

KEY TO ENCLOSURES

TSS:

Torque Switch Setting (i.e., number
setting)

CST:

Control Switch Trip

CO DBM:

Closed-to-Open Disc Bypass Margin*

*

Disc Bypass Margin is defined as time from
beginning of unseating (point at which actuator
starts to develop thrust to move the valve disc)
to bypass switch drop-out dividied by stroke
time.

ENCLOSURE 1

MOV:

8s6C

Description:

SI Cold Leg Injection Stop Valve
Torque Switch SettinQs
OPEN
As-Found
As-Left

TSS

CLOS 3D
As-Found
As-Left

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Measured Thrust
at CST

15860

16440

14160

13470

Corrected Thrust
at CST

14812

15357

13213

12564

Run Thrust

<Preload

<Preload

<Preload

<Preload

Limit Switch Setting
As-Found
CO DBM
Valve Backseating

24%

As-Le.ft
22%

ENCLOSURE 2

MOV:

856E

Description:

SI Cold Leg Injection Stop Valve
Torque Switch Settings
OPEN
As-Found
As-Left

TSS

CLOS]ED
As-Found
As-Left

1.5

1.4

1.0

1.4

Measured Thrust
at CST

20560

12960

20420

12160

Corrected Thrust
at CST

19229

12084

19098

11331

2740

1308

2110

880

Run Thrust

Limit Switch Settings
As-Found

As-L(eft

CO DBM

25%

240

Valve Backseating

No

No

ENCLOSURE 3

MOV:

856H

Description:

SI Cold Leg Injection Stop Valve
Torque Switch Settings
OPEN
As-Found
As-Left

TSS
Measured Thrust
at CST
Corrected Thrust

CLOSED
As-Found
As-Left

1.5

1.0

1.0

1.0

22071

15260

14829

15060

20650

14341

13843

14060

4340

4824

4444

4897

at CST
Run Thrust

Limit Switch Settings
As-Found

As-Left

CO DBM

11%

20 %

Valve Backseating

No

No

ENCLOSURE 4

MOV:

856J

Description:

SI Cold Leg Injection Stop Valve
Torgue Switch Settings
OPEN
As-Found
As-Left

TSS

1.5

CLOSED
As-Found
As-Left

1.6

1.5

1.4

Measured Thrust
at CST

7980

10600

15320

14400

Corrected Thrust
at CST

7395

9865

14304

13440

200

340

480

280

Run Thrust

Limit Switch Settings
As-Found

As-Left

CO DBM

13%

23%

Valve Backseating

No

No

ENCLOSURE 5

MOV:

887A

Description:

SI Pump 32 Suction Isolation Valve
Torque Switch Settings
OPEN
As-Found
As-Left

CLOSED
As-Found
As-Left

TSS

1.0

1.0

2.5

1.6

Measured Thrust
at CST

2840

3280

4207

3256

Corrected Thrust
at CST

2533

2950

3834

2929

<Preload

<Preload

<Preload

<Preload

Run Thrust

Limit Switch Settings
As-Found

As-Left

CO DBM

2%

23%

Valve Backseating

No

No

Note:

The measured and corrected thrusts at CST for
the as-found open condition provided above
(namely, 2840 lbs and 2533 lbs, respectively)
are based on the MOVATS 3-Point Test data.
The original as-found open signatures which
are typically recorded prior to the 3-Point
Test were not recorded. This inadvertent
omission precludes the reporting of the "true"
as-found open thrust values.

ENCLOSURE 6

MOV:

887B

Description:

SI Pump 32 Suction Isolation Valve
Torcrue Switch Settings
OPEN
As-Found
As-Left

CLOSED
As-Found
As-Left

TSS

2.0

1.5

1.5

1.0

Measured Thrust
at CST

5440

3100

5885

3130

Corrected Thrust
at CST

5000

2778

5419

2805

<Preload

<Preload

<Preload

<Preload

Run Thrust

Limit Switch Settings
As-Found
CO DBM
Valve Backseating

As-Left

24%

ENCLOSURE 7

MOV:

1835A

Description:

BIT Outlet Isolation Valve
Torque Switch Settings
OPEN
As-Found
As-Left

TSS

1.5

Measured Thrust
at CST

CLOSED
As-Fou nd
As-Left

2.0

1.5

2.75

10500

10390

9770

9665

964

1180

Corrected Thrust
at CST
Run Thrust

Limit Switch Settings
As-Found
CO DBM

22%

Valve Backseating

Note:

As-Left

Yes

Due to an observed operating problem during
initial MOVATS testing of this MOV, as-found
signatures were not able to be recorded. (See
text for further details.)

ENCLOSURE 8

MOV:

1835B

Description:

BIT Outlet Isolation Valve
Torque Switch Settings
OPEN
As-Found
As-Left

TSS

CLOSED
As-Found
As-Left

1.5

1.75

2.0

2.0

Measured Thrust
at CST

14452

9880

18930

10257

Corrected Thrust
at CST

13488

9186

17697

9541

2430

<Preload

Run Thrust

2180

<Preload

Limit Switch Settings
As-Found

As-Left

CO DBM

16%

27%

Valve Backseating

Yes

No

ENCLOSURE 9

MOV:

1852A

Description:

BIT Outlet Isolation Valve
Torque Switch Settings
OPEN
As-Found
As-Left

TSS

1.0

CLOSED
As-Found
As-Left

2.0

1.5

2.0

Measured Thrust
at CST

11140

11205

Corrected Thrust
at CST

10372

10434

660

660

Run Thrust

Limit Switch Settings
As-Found
CO DBM

22%

Valve Backseating

Note:

As-Left

Indeterminable

Due to an observed operating problem during
initial MOVATS testing of this MOV, as-found
thrust signatures were not able to be recorded.
(See text for further details.)

ENCLOSURE 10

MOV:

1852B

Description:

BIT Outlet Isolation Valve
Torque Switch Settings
OPEN
As-Found
As-Left

TSS

1.0

1.75

Measured Thrust
at CST

6545

Corrected Thrust
at CST

6041

Run Thrust

<Preload

CLOSED
As-Found
As-Left
1.5

2.0

10860

6380

10340

10109

5885

9618

<Preload

Preload

<Preload

Limit Switch Settings
As-Found
CO DBM
Valve Backseating

As-Left
23%

Yes (Coasting)

